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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Essence Theatre Productions (ETP) is a not-for-profit independent theatre company
that creates all its own work with Alaine Beek as the main playwright. The company has
a theatrical residency at Werribee Park and produces original plays some of which are
award-winning and are professionally toured. ETP works closely with youth, running
youth drama groups and creating plays with young participants. The company works
closely with schools and offers teacher support plus in-house incursions and/or Q&As
during production. This will be made available with Jack and Millie.

Background info to writing and producing the play.
A Beek, the writer, went through breast cancer diagnosis surgery and ongoing
treatment and over the years realised people reacted differently to receiving a lifethreatening diagnosis. In answer to a question about how she was dealing with the
diagnosis, she talked about this ‘friend’ that entered her life and sits on her
shoulder, which never goes away. And how she learned to live with this and in some
ways eventually made her stronger. This became the basis for the play. She named
him ‘Jack’.
The author didn’t want it to be a dark/sad ‘cancer story’ but instead try to connect
with an audience re the very human side of facing personal ‘danger’ and finding the
courage to face it and move on. The aim was to reach an audience, not just those
connected with cancer but anyone who has to live with a chronic or life-threatening
illness, mental or physical– to be inspired by the story.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
NOTE – RESPONSES ARE THE WRITER’S IDEAS FOR TEACHERS ONLY
(OR TO USE AS THEY SEE FIT)

1.The play was written with a small cast (requiring one
actor to play 11 different characters), with minimal set and
props. Why do you think this was done? How does it
enhance the play?
WRITER RESPONSE:
Set and props – paring that back to its rawest form enhances the theme that Millie lives
in a world that is all in her head. Clutter of ‘things’ is irrelevant in her life. Jack is
constantly there, in her head. We see him move the boxes to represent different
locations and circumstances. Jack is the mental manifestation of her cancer and affects
everything she does so having him fully present along side Millie with little else,
emphasizes the impact he has on her life.
Small cast – supporting the theme that this play is all in Millie’s head – the third actor
represents her life outside of herself and cancer (Jack). We can clearly distinguish
between Jack and Millie the constant, and Millie’s reaction to other people. It allows us
to experience with Millie her different reactions to many people in her life even the
minutiae of a person on a tram, the sandwich lady, the nurse.

2.What is the significance of Millie introducing the number
of each day since diagnosis?
WRITER RESPONSE:
It emphasizes so much of her journey is a waiting game. The next appointment, the
date of the surgery, the waiting and hoping for positive news from test results.
By giving the real number of days since the author’s diagnosis, at the very end of the
play, an audience can relate that it is truly a lifelong journey.
It very simply and clearly shows the passage of time.
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3. Comedy is a significant element in the play. Does this
work for the play, if so why?
WRITER RESPONSE
The comedy allows the audience to relate to the characters as it comes from
authentic responses to real-life challenges. Millie’s truths and reactions, her fears,
frustrations are often not noble but reflect her genuine struggle to mentally get on
top of her diagnosis. Audiences will relate to Millie’s imperfect but very human
response to her circumstances.
It offers vital relief to an audience from some of the more dramatic emotional
elements in the play. In fact, they become more powerful because of the lighter
touch of some circumstances. E.g. the interaction with her mother brings much
comedy but later becomes one of the most emotional scenes in the play.

4.What is the significance of Millie introducing the number
of each day since diagnosis?
Jack and Millie shows other character’s reaction to Millie’s diagnosis, her mum, her
work colleagues, her friend, doctor. Virtually everyone in an audience has indirectly
been affected by cancer and would have had some response to it – maybe a relative,
friend, neighbour, work colleague. By showing other people’s reactions to Millie’s
diagnosis, the audience sees how it affects Millie and the difficulty of wanting to help
without being overbearing (her mother), being factual (her doctor), the outpouring of
sympathy (some of her work colleagues). Even Declan’s initial awkwardness Millie
attributes to her over-telling of her cancer diagnosis.
The play focuses on Millie’s mental journey through a diagnosis, not so much the
clinical/physical details of the diagnosis. ‘Jack’ doesn’t have to be about cancer – it could
be any chronic diagnosis - depression, diabetes. This was constant feedback from the
February 2021 season. One man relating after returning to see the show a second time,
that he realised he has his own ‘Jack’. In his case, it was chronic anxiety.
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ACTORS’ USE OF EXPRESSIVE AND
PERFORMANCE SKILLS
Millie
Expressive Skills – The character is mature but young at
heart and ‘wears her heart on her sleeve’ and so often
speaks in a blunt honest way. The actor was often playful
and quick to smile, even if it was at times forced. In
contrast, her expressive face obviously reacts when she
feels e.g. frustration with her mother, fear with her
doctor. Her gestures are slightly larger than life without
being too exaggerated.
Performance skills – Being ‘young at heart' she is quite
agile in her movements. This is in contrast to when she
feels fear and her whole body becomes rigid showing
internal focus. Her performance style is natural. Being
Millie’s story, the actor must create a strong bond with
the audience. When she is deep in thought or having an
internal dilemma it’s the audience that she directs her
intense energy. She is the actor who talks directly to the
audience, introducing each day since diagnosis and she
plays this in a very natural/conversational way.

Jack
Expressive Skills – He is not a malevolent force, yet he is
ever-present. A piece of directing advice - ‘just be’, don’t
overplay. The actor at times uses exaggerated facial
expressions to bring comedy to a scene. But most of the
time his expressions are very natural and underplayed,
careful to not take focus from a scene.
Performance skills – Being an extension of Millie he is
also at times playful and energetic. The actor, as Jack, is
the only one that moves the set, signifying the effect Jack
(her cancer) has on every situation). The actor practiced
very succinct, choreographed moved to make the changes
strong, clear, and purposeful. He initiates and shows a
natural comfort in being physically close to Millie
showing he is a constant in her life.
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Declan/Mother
Expressive Skills – the third actor playing 11 different roles with two of them, Declan
and Mother, being the main roles in Millie’s life. Whilst both have elements of comedy
the actor embodies the nuances of a male friend and mother without overplaying them.
Focussing instead on a natural performance.
The use of voice distinguishes age and sex. e.g. the young girl on the tram talking to her
boyfriend is higher pitched and soft. In complete contrast to her male boss, deep voice,
confident. Millie’s Mum represents the caring but often annoying aging mother. The
author is Scottish, so the actor speaks with a thick Scottish accent. The very minor
characters, e.g. sandwich lady, Mercedes whilst reflecting Millie’s life are not directly
part of dramatic moments so exaggerated expressions induce much-needed comic
relief.
Performance skills – The actor must make each character very clear to the audience
through physical movement/stance to represent the different characters, e.g. Peter
Braxton sits with knees apart in a very macho domineering way. The Zoom scene is
both comedic and challenging for the actor as she moves quickly through each
character’s reaction to Millie’s outburst. ‘God’ is certainly larger than life which is fully
appropriate as it is part of Millie’s nightmare
When this actor is not immediately in a scene she remains on stage but out of focus –
very still, head down. As Millie’s ‘life’ she is still present.
Both Jack and Declan/Mother characters can be played by male or female. The actual sex
of the actor is not relevant. Jennifer Vuletic plays Declan, Millie’s male friend with whom
she forms a relationship. Jennifer kept the mannerisms real, natural, and without
exaggerated male characteristics. The same choices would be made for a male actor
playing the mother, i.e. avoiding sending up playing a person of a different sex but
instead focussing on the dialogue, subtle nuances of the character, natural responses.
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PLAY EXCERPTS WITH POSSIBLE
QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS
MILLIE
JACK
MILLIE

Do you know that fear is white and very very cold.
Like toothpaste.
Yes, but more terrifying.

What is the significance of this statement? How is it represented in the play?
WRITER RESPONSE – No matter where, for Millie, the white fear is always there.
Represented in every scene – the boxes, scarf, costuming, backdrop.

MILLIE
JACK
MILLIE
JACK

This is it.
Be strong.
You said that before. I don’t want to have to be strong.
Yes you do.

What is the significance of this dialogue? Why does she need to be strong?
WRITER RESPONSE - It signifies Millie’s internal realisation that she is going to have to
go through a challenging, scary journey. She’s bracing herself to make the right choices.
E.g. not to wallow in self-pity, to keep herself busy to look after herself. She later says to
Mum “I don’t want to be serious. I’m trying to think positively.’ Again, her reminding
herself not to fall too deeply into a negative spiral.
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MILLIE

GOD
MILLIE
GOD
MILLIE

‘It’s a battle. That’s all I ever hear. such and such’’ lost
their BATTLE with cancer. I don’t want to lose this
battle, so I have to fight.I have to do SOMETHING!
You just have to do as your doctor tells you and keep
going.
That’s not enough.
That’s all there is.
I’m so tired.

This is said in Millie’s nightmare. What is the significance of this dialogue? Why does
she think it’s ‘not enough’
WRITER RESPONSE – Cancer being described as a battle is a very common expression
used through media and in general discussion around cancer. Millie feels a loss of
control of her life being someone used to making her own choices and taking
consequences. She has a genuine fear of dying through cancer and an inability to stop
this from happening. The nightmare shows her battling through the realisation that she
is not in control, she just has to do what she’s told.
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DOCTOR
MILLIE
JACK
DOCTOR
MILLIE
JACK

Try to take it the same time every day so you don’t
forget.
I will. Is that a problem? That I forgot once?
Yes, you’ll die.
No, it’s fine.
I’ll try to remember
Every day? Not likely

This exchange happens in the doctor’s clinic. How is comedy used to portray Millie’s
mental state?
WRITER RESPONSE - Millie has just received the good news that her cancer is not
present from the tests. Yet when the doctor reminds her to take the medication every
day, Jack’s interjections reflecting Millie’s immediate worry that she did forget once and
she may do it again which could cause her to die. Her actual dialogue with the Doctor
doesn’t reflect this worry but her inner voice through Jack makes this clear to the
audience what she is really thinking, in a comedic very human way.

JACK
MILLIE

Millie, I am not your cancer. I’m every thought you
have about cancer.
But that’s nearly all the time.

What is the significance of this exchange with Jack?
WRITER RESPONSE – It comes at the very end of the play revealing simply and clearly
what Jack actually is. Up to that point, it has been a slow realisation for the audience
(and for Millie). From past performances, audience members pick this up at different
times. But, in the play, this is the moment when she realises, even after being told her
cancer is inactive and she can go off her medication, she will always have some
awareness of it, some worry about cancer (like the mole on her hand). So her ‘Jack’ will
always be there. The final arc of her journey is at this point.
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PERFORMANCE STYLES/
CONVENTIONS USED IN THE PLAY
Non natural
E.g. the scarf is the only prop and signifies both an element of comfort and
constriction. It represents the cancer treatment but also her comfort as she takes it
to clinics and talks about it being her special ‘pick me up’ for herself when she was
diagnosed.
The actors don’t use mime e.g. there is no pretend holding of the phone, or pretend
to eat in the restaurant. Again, to remove clutter the phone calls are presented by
the actors talking directly to the audience as if the audience is on the other end of
the phone. It allows the audience to immediately experience the reactions and
emotional state through the conversations.
Jack moves the boxes to represent the clinic, the flat. Representing that Millie’s
mental grasp of her cancer affects her choices and reactions to different situations
and places.
The actors never leave the stage, even when not in a scene signifying that in Millie’s
life cancer and the rest of her life are always there regardless of the time and
circumstance.
Use of Sound: synthesized music is used in a variety of ways – e.g. harsh/Jarring for
the surgery scenes, a repeat of lighter melodic sounds for time changes to allow the
audience to easily understand that time is passing as actors move position, set for
next scene.
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MANIPULATION OF DRAMATIC
ELEMENTS AND PRODUCTION AREAS
TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE
Some areas have already been discussed but some further points. Essentially this play is
an emotional journey so throughout the play there are sometimes dramatic moments or
intense silence and sometimes belly laughter.

Climax conflict:
One of the major climatic scenes is when Millie is told her cancer is no longer present.
She also believes Jack has gone and she is alone. She decided to share her news with her
mother is both very funny (as the mother focuses initially on her chicken schnitzel) and
also dramatic through the rawness of Millie’s emotion as she tries to keep it together
and not let her emotions take over. This was a very challenging scene for the actor as
she relives her own experience. The emotion is in Millie’s attempt not to cry. We see
how far she has come and Jack is not there to share it.
The final climactic moment is when unexpectedly Jack reappears and she discovers at
last what he really is, and will always be with her. This is the final scene in the play yet
Millie’s last moment is to share her journey with the audience telling them directly the
exact number of days since diagnosis then ‘I’m still here’. Reminding audiences – it is a
real story and it is ongoing.
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Contrast between comedy and drama
Has been spoken about and used extensively throughout the play so the audience
doesn’t linger in one space too long.

Rhythm and sound
Used when Millie goes through her tests and treatment. This works with the long scarf
used as a scalpel, needle, etc with the jarring sounds and rhythmical movement of the
doctor being in contrast with Millie who is completely still and emotionless – the scene
creating great tension between what is happening to Millie and her complete
powerlessness in the moment.

Costumes
Very simple – all white. As discussed, removes clutter and reflects the constant level of
fear that Millie lives with.

CONTACT DETAILS
CONTACT/PLAYWRIGHT: Alaine Beek
EMAIL: info@essenceproductions.com.au
WEBSITE: essenceproductions.com.au
PLAY TRAILER: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XO-AmRc7Ik
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